
From the president’s desk. 

2014 is coming to an end all too soon, and 2015 will be here when you will read this. 2014 was a 

successful year thanks to all pullers, members, and promotors who contributed to our best season yet. I 

feel that the November 22 banquet/ rules meeting were a success. It did create a little more stress on 

Marna having to get everything lined up during harvest, but when the dust settled, our comedian Bruce 

Wehr retired to a standing ovation, and it was a relief that everything was over and we had our biggest 

banquet to date with eighty-eight in attendance.  

Some news from the rules meeting; points fund sponsorship. We are looking for twelve sponsors at 

$500 a piece to raise $6000 dollars in added points money. We have several on board but our looking 

for more, Joe Busch, Denny Healy, Fair Valley, Arnold Motor supply, Moon Seed, And Cen-Pe-Co are 

already on board. If you or businesses you deal with want to be a part of this, all businesses will appear 

on the back of our Official 2015 ECI Shirt. 

Other Notes from the rules meeting, all tractors that pull in classes without a speed limit are required to 

have a roll cage, wheelie bars, ski bars (meeting our specs, see updated rules for 2015 when available), 

full fire suit and at least leather boots but preferably fire shoes. 

All 3000 rpm tractors, Pro Farm and 9500 Hot Farm, will be required to have a tach pickup at the back of 

their tractor to record the RPMs of there machine, this is most notably a change for the Pro Farm class, 

but with the equipment that have there is no point in not using it and will take out all question if 

someone is running over. 

In more news for the Pro Farm class, the speed limit is now sixteen miles per hour, with the rule change 

has come more safety requirements. Mandatory ROP’s , side shields and a steel fly-wheel. Shorts are no 

longer accepted either as clothes, so if you like to wear shorts I would just recommend buying a pair of 

fire pants and throwing them on for the class. The vote for the class was sent out to the ten members of 

2014, the vote passed with five in favor and two opposed, that doesn’t include my vote are two others 

that were not mailed back. 

The new engine rule passed as well for our general rules, for those of you who didn’t know anything 

about it, this opens the door for more modern engines in older equipment, but please refer to the 

rulebook before doing any drastic changes to your engine program. 

The tentative schedule is posted, please remember this is tentative and subjected to change. Most 

notable losses are Britt and Iowa City, Britt went with an Outlaw show, which I believe all of us will be 

breathing a sigh of relief. Palo is still on the fence as of right now. New shows for the year will be the 

Worth County fair up in Northwood, and Tripoli, both will be full shows. Tripoli will not have an open 

class as they are planning to put together a 4.1 class. Wyoming will adding 9300 Limited Pro’s, 6700 light 

limited, and the 9500 hot farms to their show July 11th. 

See you next summer, 

Wyatt Blackford 



 


